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Abstract. In Hungary organic food market has both demand and supply oriented aspect: several times not necessary products are distributed while the selection and volume of certain products are not satisfactory. Thus our aim was to develop a coordinated benchmark strategy to increase the trade of organic products. To get more details about the Hungarian organic food market we applied the “mystery shopping” method to observe changes in organic food supply and carried out a quantitative survey using a 1,000 member countrywide panel. Our results indicate that organic origin is considered somewhat important for every 4th respondent, while only 3.7% of the interviewees paid attention to put organic food products in to their cart. The most serious obstacle is the doubt of surveyed individuals about the authenticity and the all aged benefits of organic products complete with a high perceived price. “Price” is the most influential factor on shopping decision, but the advantageous “constant quality” and “health benefit” factors are just following it. Most of the respondents stated that they buy organic products directly from the producer (27.4%), but small retail outlets are likewise popular (though to a somewhat lesser extent). In conclusion, there is potential demand for ecological food products in Hungary. Although the proportion of conscious consumers is small; it significantly exceeds the current market share of the products. Consumers should be approached with better prices, smart retailing solutions and through awareness rising.
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1. Introduction

In Hungary, 124 402 hectares of field space were devoted to producing organic foods in 2011 (Willer&Lernoud, 2013). Crop production occupies a dominant place in the production structure. The rate of organic animal breeding is lower, and only a small area is currently devoted to non-grain vegetable and fruit production (Biokontroll Hungária, 1998-2012).

Unfortunately, there is no reliable data in Hungary regarding organic food traffic; participation of sales channels are only estimated. Based on these estimates, the traffic of organic food in Hungary is about 30-35 million Euros. This amounts to less than 1% of national food market traffic. The Hungarian organic food consumption level is even lower, only 0.5-1% of total consumption (Czeller, 2009; Gauvrit&Schaer, 2013).

We could see, the market of organic products is quite small in Hungary. However, based on its development potential it has strategic importance (Szakály, 2004). According to GFK Hungária (2005) lifestyle survey, about 65% of Hungarians consider organic foods the ideal nutriment of future. Researches of Gerwin (1998) and Panyor (2007) shows that 60% of consumers have bought any kind of organic food in Hungary. In research of Szente et al. (2009) first the interviewers made the consumers familiar with the
term main features of organic foods. They asked the consumers questions only after this. It turned out that the majority (59.2%, 710 persons from 1200) have never bought such a product. The most frequently chosen products were fruits and vegetables (14.4%), milk and dairy products (6.9%) and bakery products (3.4%). According to the results a significant part of the consumers (40.1%) are willing to pay a higher price for organic products. The reasons for paying premium price are mainly to protect their health and to avoid risks of diseases.

Hungarian organic food scarcely appears in retail; consumers can only buy imported, sometimes lower quality products. The market has problems in both supply and demand: they distribute products that are not needed, and certain desired products are absent.

Based on the above, there is a need for considerable developments in the marketing of organic food. The aim of our research is to determine present domestic tendencies and to make strategic proposals to increase the market for organic products. In order to reach our aims we have decided to approach both supply and demand orientation: we have measured both the sellers’ (including manufacturers with direct sale) and consumers’ side.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Sampling

In order to achieve the set objective, a nationwide representative questionnaire-based survey was given to 1000 participants in Hungary, in 2013. Representativeness for regions and types of settlement was ensured by the applied quoted sampling method. The sample pattern met the quotas previously defined by the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (HCSO). On the assigned settlements a random walking method was used to ensure total randomness in selection (Malhotra, 2008). In the second step, the interviewed person within one household/family was selected by using the so-called birthday-key. The main point of the method is to select that consumer from the family members who has the appropriate age (18 or older) and whose date of birth (birthday) falls closest to the day of the interview (more simply: whoever had their birthday last). With this method randomness was ensured in the second step as well. Refusal was characteristic; the questions were answered in only 68% of the households.

Since random walking does not ensure the sample is a reflection of the entirety of the population (the number of the female and elderly respondents was higher than the national average), the sample of the people was corrected by multi-dimensional weighing factors (gender and age) (Grafen & Hails, 2002). After these methods were applied, the sample was representative of the structure of the Hungarian population in all the four aspects (region, type of settlement, gender and age).

2.2. Analysis of the Data

During data analysis the suitable mathematical-statistical methods were used. In this ways in every case the percent rates and the significance level were calculated (Grafen & Hails, 2002). Besides the descriptive
One and two variants analysis were made. The missing values were replaced by a sample mean in each case.

3. Results and Discussion

The first question touched upon the origin of the products: is it important for the consumer to know whether the desired product is organic, local or Hungarian?

Organic origin is considered somewhat important for 4 out of 10 respondent (38.9%), while the majority (59.8%) is neutral towards this aspect of products. At the same time, in the case of local products, origin is partially or wholly important for as much as 72.9% of the interviewees. It is worth noting that 62.9% of those who prefer ecologically farmed food products also consider local origin important. Yet, 48.1% of those who favor locally produced goods do not consider organic origin important at all.

Similar results were observed by others too: according to the findings of Costanigro et al. (2011) attitudes associated with “local food products” are stronger than that of “ecological food products”. The results of Haas et al. (2014) also point to the conclusion that despite their divergent distribution channels, branding, pricing and labeling, organic and local food products are rivals on the American market. Otherwise, some Austrian results are quite promising: according to a survey conducted in Lower Austria, it is exactly this kind of duality that can turn an enterprise into a successful business (Milestad et al., 2010).

In our research, we also asked our respondents to rate how much they care for choosing organic products when buying food (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Willingness of respondents to actually buy organic food products, % (n=1000)

3.7% of the interviewees paid attention to put organic food products into their cart, and 10% insisted that organic origin is important for them. Consequently, somewhat more than one fourth of the respondents is only planning or would only like to buy the desired products, but due to certain obstacles they withdraw from doing so. Those, who replied with “yes” to organic products are predominantly women.
(36.0%), tertiary education graduates (39.9%), white-collar workers (41.9%), or have above average income (45.7% and 30.8%). The majority replied with “no” to this question too. The results shown on the above two figures indicate that in addition to the actual buyers, many other respondents consider organic origin an important factor. To understand the underlying causes, we asked those who replied with “no” to specify the obstacles preventing them from buying organic products.

The causes thus obtained are summarized in Figure 2.

---

**Fig. 2: Causes for refusing organic products, % (n=701)**

The main cause of refusal is the relatively high price; two-third of the surveyed individuals cited this as an obstacle (63.3%). By summing the results associated with the different factors signaling skepticism, we obtain 79.5%, i.e., the most serious obstacle is the doubt of surveyed individuals about the authenticity and the alleged benefits of organic products. The third argument according to which it is hard to identify the products—problematic for one fourth of the consumers (27.5%)—might be most easily treated with communication tools. This also draws attention to the problem that distinguishing verified organic food products from normal goods is hard—even these days. Although there are local and EU regulations, consumers can hardly distance the designated “bio-” prefix of foods from that of biotechnological products. What is more, the Hungarian slang term for synthetic cannabinoids “biofű” might also give rise to dangerous associations among the lay consumers. As regards the background variables, the lack of skepticism towards and trust in the health benefits of organic product are correlated with one’s level of...
lowly-educated respondents (up to primary school) and tertiary education graduates are the least skeptic (p=0,000) and the most trustful (p=0,026).

The next question dealt with those factors that have the largest impact on one’s organic food purchase (Table 1). The respondents had to rate the impact of each individual factor on their purchase using a 1-to-5 interval scale (1—it has the smallest impact on me, ..., 5—it has the greatest impact on me).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price of the product</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant quality of the product</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health protective effect of the product</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tastes associated with the product</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>1.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin of the product (local, import)</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The whole family loves it</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>1.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label ensuring quality</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance of the product, its aesthetic</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label ensuring ecological origin</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>1.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habit</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand of the product</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handy, practical packaging</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of the production firm</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>1.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can get it anywhere</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>1.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotedness of the product</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>1.378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our first observation is that as much as 40% of the respondent can be treated as somewhat competent in purchasing ecological food products. The 10% surplus compared to those who pay close attention to their purchases points to a significant latent demand; the purchasing decisions of this layer are subconsciously influenced by the ecological origin of products. Further, it is apparent that none of the listed factors achieved overwhelmingly high or low score, which means that the adjustment of individual factors will not have significant market impact. “Price”—also featured as a purchase obstacles—is the most influential factor on shopping decision, but the advantageous “constant quality” and “health benefit” factors are just following it. Based on the survey, the factors which have the smallest impact on shopping decisions are the degree of promotion, the accessibility of products and the name of the production firm.
The cause of this phenomenon might be that compared to regular products, consumers perceive organic ones as special, which do not land in their carts due to advertisements; while as regards the point of purchase, they demand that it must signal trust. This might be related to the branding of the production firms, since there are not any widespread organic brands in Hungary, and none of the firms aim at emphasizing their own name. The labeling of ecological products is only at the middle of the listing, which explicitly refers to the lack of information, and as a result it valorizes those aspects which aid identification (without taking the anomalies identified as the causes of refusal into account).

Our next question was about the point of purchase. The interviewees were asked to mark for each listed channel whether they mostly, occasionally or never buy ecological foods products there (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Frequency of choosing different outlet types for purchasing organic foods, % (n=1000)](image-url)
Since organic foods have a sort of “trust product” character, it is not surprising that the largest portion of respondents usually buy these directly from the producers. For the consumers/customers it is hard to verify each criteria of organic food products—e.g. that they are free of plant-protecting agents, pesticides or hormones—thus trust for the producers is valorized. After the producers, the various specialist shops follow, which were also shown to be popular in earlier studies (Hamm et al., 2002; Schaak, 2013, Zagata, 2012). The different super and hypermarkets and smaller outlets were almost equally popular, which refers to the increasing accessibility of organic products. In the recent years, organic foods began to appear on the shelves of different discount stores in Hungary, 14.9% of the respondents maintained that they buy products from these outlets with some frequency. Purchasing from web stores is the least favored option; the operators of such outlets should expect orders for specialties and for earlier tested products.

The next question in line aimed to investigate the location where ones’ purchasing decisions are made (Figure 4).

![Fig. 4: Place of making purchasing decisions about organic food products, % (n=1000)](image)

Those who buy organic food products, predominantly decide about their purchase in the outlets, which highlights the importance of in-store advertising in the case of these products. Packaging, placement, shelf facing and the various POP/POS tools might have a profound impact on sales. The opinion of Hempfling (2004) seems to reinforce our observation: “I don’t like it when organic products are hidden in one of the corners. If this happens, I feel that I’m sorted out, and I withdraw from buying anything.” In case of direct sale, the appearance of the product (freshness and attractive packaging), the possibility to test it (taste it) and the recommendation of the producer might be useful.
4. Conclusions

It is safe to state that there is potential demand for ecological food products in Hungary. Our results indicate that the most serious obstacles of organic food products are the lack of trust, the lack of information, the high prices and the observed insufficiencies of outlets. Although the proportion of conscious consumers is small, it significantly exceeds the current market share of the products. To exploit all possibilities, our most important insights are the following:

- One strategy could be to provide organic products at a lower price to gain and keep price-sensitive consumers. Consumers’ attention could be attracted via shelf labels, wobblers, distinctive labels, free samples, and regular (but not exaggerated) discounts.

- Another strategic solution is to sell fresh products from local/regional sources more frequently, which could help strengthen consumers trust and patriotism besides providing multiple sources for inventory acquisition. The aim of in-store marketing in this case is to affirm the ethical behaviour of retailer; the applied tools are source labels and a layout emphasizing freshness. The staff has an important role, because they have to provide assistance to consumers in addition to continuously monitoring and restocking the shelves.

- The third strategy could help retailers keep or increase their market share. This approach involves increasing the selection of high quality (premium) organic products. The most important applied marketing tools here are product placement and experience. To achieve good results, organic products must be placed next to the main shopping avenues, and secondary placements are also necessary. It is advisable to create a home-like atmosphere with soft lighting and background music and to give customers the opportunity to sample the products. Guidance also has an important role here; it should focus on nutrition benefits and the unique qualities of different products.
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